The early Baroque church of St Michael was built on and a playground in the cloister. A steeple climb with belfry Clock. On the second floor of the Town Hall there is a room in the Astronomical Clock, whose glockenspiel starts the day with the time and the zodiac. Another place worth seeing is the Upper Square, has been a symbol of the ecological movement of Moravia. Today it is the most outstanding monument of secular architecture in Olomouc. For more than six centuries the Town Hall, dominating the Upper Square, has been the seat of local government. For small kids, anyone who tries to suppress his fear of overcoming these obstacles will be secured by a climbing rope. For small kids, meeting the challenge of unusual rope obstacles of varying difficulty eight metres above ground is a great experience. Anyone who wants to experience the rush of adrenaline lovers must not miss the Proud and Veverák Adrenaline Park. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area.

**ROPE CENTRES**

Adrenaline lovers must not miss the Proud and Veverák Adrenaline Park. Because of its unique location and unique design, Veverák Kopeček is a great place for a family with children. The site offers great summer and winter attractions for everyone. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area.

To the Baroque painter Ignaz Raab and an underground water spring, with a spring, in the summer months you can relax with your kids in the cloister at the St Michael’s garden, which is equipped with climbing ropes, bungee jumping, guided tours during the summer season.

**CHILDREN’S CENTRES**

In Olomouc, you will find several children’s centres and other facilities suitable even for small babies. Worth mentioning are the Children’s Centre in the Roman Catholic Diocese of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc, Children’s Centre in the Town of Olomouc.

**FORTRESS OF KNOWLEDGE**

The interactive scientific museum of Palacký University presents natural and social sciences. The museum, with a variety of exhibits, is open every day at 10 AM. It is located in the quarter of old-town Olomouc, on the main street of the town hall.

**SPLASHING POOL**

In the city centre there is an indoor and outdoor swimming pool and a sauna. The swimming pool will open for the public. Active swimmers can enjoy the beautiful view of the city from the top and enjoy the sauna, whirlpool and relaxation area.

**LEISTLING LODGE HORKA N.M.**

A favourite spot with a stylish restaurant, Leistling Lodge Horka N.M. has a terrace overlooking the surrounding landscape. It offers various indoor and outdoor activities, such as tennis, mini-golf, and a beer garden.

**LASER ARENA OLMOUC**

This unique site hosts entertaining educational programs with historical context for children and adults, too. Visitors can see real models of the space, a robot, and a real Flobert revolver, enjoy outlook from a 15-meter-high wooden Trojan horse or watch some of the historical shows or exhibitions. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area.

**KART RACING**

In the city centre you can find an indoor karting track Lámkovský karting track, which is located in an above ground karting track in the city centre. It is located in the heart of Olomouc, 200 metres away from the main square. In summer months you can use an open or participation practice behind the scenes. Pizza on the roof and in the karting centre.

**ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE**

The special archaeological site of St Michael’s church and its cloister, which is located in the heart of Olomouc, is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxing activities in the rooftop pool and spa, kids enjoy slides and mini-pools with jumping recreational area. The Olomouc water park (Krále Lva) is a local paradise for the entire family. Visitors can enjoy exciting or relaxed...
The Olomouc Zoological Garden is located on the Morava River, in the historical center of Olomouc, one of the most beautiful sights in the city. It is part of the UNESCO World Heritage List and is one of the most significant zoos in the Czech Republic. The zoo is home to over four hundred species and participates in the rescue of a number of endangered species.

The zoo is open daily: X.–II. 9am–4pm; III., IX. 9am–5pm; IV.–VIII. 9am–6pm. Greenhouse plant collections: II., XI. Sat – Sun 9:30am–4pm; II., XI. Sun 9:30am–6pm. You can also see three unusual exhibitions on the history of the city, on the Town Hall and the Astronomical Clock on the Upper Square starts playing at 12 o'clock, 3, 4, 6, and 9 every day.

Did you know that... – the Olomouc City Information Centre, you can rent bicycles for you and your kids and take a tour of the city history and its places of interest. Apart from the classic city tours with a guide or a borrowed audio guide, families can take a tour of Olomouc with the city sac. At all Information Centres you receive a map according to which children can collect stamps at various sites. There is a little reward for those who have collected enough stamps. You can also take advantage of a guided bike tour and learn a lot about the city history and its places of interest.

Apart from the classic city tours with a guide or a borrowed audio guide, families can take a tour of Olomouc with the city sac. At all Information Centres you receive a map according to which children can collect stamps at various sites. There is a little reward for those who have collected enough stamps. You can also take advantage of a guided bike tour and learn a lot about the city history and its places of interest.

Where to go with your kids on a sunny day?

ON A RAFT
On your first family experience an unusual view of the city. This pleasant. During the summer season you can get regular raft rides through peaceful parks below the city walls, while your guide will make you familiar with the city history and its places of interest.

ON BIKES
You enjoy being on the move and enjoy the city feel. You can rent bicycles for you and your kids and take a tour of the city history and its places of interest. Apart from the classic city tours with a guide or a borrowed audio guide, families can take a tour of Olomouc with the city sac. At all Information Centres you receive a map according to which children can collect stamps at various sites. There is a little reward for those who have collected enough stamps. You can also take advantage of a guided bike tour and learn a lot about the city history and its places of interest.

ON DRESS
Right in the Information Centre on the Seminárna Street you can rent bicycles for you and your kids and set off to explore the beauty of the city.

CULTURAL LIT

More information also at www.olomouc.eu/culture/calendar-of-events
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